Abstract. For certain stunted projective spaces P and positive integers n, it is shown that P cannot be homotopy equivalent to the n-fold suspension of some other complex.
Let P£+a = RPm+a/RPm~x.
The purpose of this note is to prove Corollary 2 has been proved by several other methods ( [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] ), all of which involve the Adams operation yp3 -1, as does our proof of Theorem 1. However the nondesuspension result is new. Corollary 2 is in some cases slightly weaker than the result of [2] . This suggests the possibility that for some of the strongest nonsectioning theorems, the corresponding nondesuspension result does not hold. For example the methods of this paper do not enable us to prove the nonexistence of S"19F¿20, 2~19F3524, or 2"17F4888, despite the fact that 64|56, 32£22, and 48^ do not have respectively 19, 19, and 17 sections.
The method of proof is very similar to that of [6] . If The cofibre of i2 is 2"~Tfla_r through dimension 3(a -r) -1 by [9, 11.7] ./ is the induced map of cofibres. A, and \2 are desuspensions of the map X in the cofibration sequence
These desuspensions exist by the Freudenthal suspension theorem.
The mapping cone of A2 is 2"(m"a_2)F™J,",a in which Sq" is nonzero on the bottom class (since (m~ ') is odd). Thus by Proposition 5 below, j* sends the next-to-top class nontrivially. The action of Sq1 and Sq2 implies that/* is nontrivial in all dimensions except possibly the top if it is =3 (4) or the bottom if it is =0 (4). Thus the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence [3] implies that/ and its 5-dual induce isomorphisms in TCO-theory, for a -r = a -(2v(m) + A)iO (4) 
One readily checks that (3) or (4) is contradicted when r = 2v(m) + A, establishing Theorem 1. □ Finally we prove the following proposition, which was used above, relating functional cohomology operations and mappings of loop spaces. For any space X let o: H'(X)-*H'-\QX).
Let g" be the nonzero class in H"(S"). All cohomology groups have Z2-coefficients. Proposition 5. Suppose Y^S" is cohomologically trivial and H"~XY = 0. Suppose n -r < j < min(n, 2(n -r) + 1). Then Proof. Denote K(Z2, n) by K". Let F denote the fibre of So/: ä; -» Kn+j.
In diagram (6) the liftings / and /' are unique and (l')*(i"+j_,) = So/f(gn).
/ " g l So7
We apply fi' to diagram (6) and note that since So/(t"_r) = 0, 2rE ~ Kn_r x Kn+j-r-l^ ^7 (ßf~ 7)^(0,+r_2_ngn_r_,)> ^ 0, where g denotes the Dyer-Lashof operation. We letyr = ayr_x. Then (ß7)*yf = t and (>V>(Q7)*(ßy+r-l-,,&,-r)) = (V,-1, (07).T(^+r_a_lA_r+I)) = <oyr_" T(W-xl).Qj+r_2_"g"_r+xy = <yr_" (ßr-7),ßy.+f_2_ngn_r+1> # 0.
